
Administrative Theory (MA Public Administration)-1st  sem Back exam 
Section-D 

 Word Limit-1000                         Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Examine the features of Public Choice Approach. 
2. ‘Delegated Legislation is an necessary evil’-Examine. 
3. Write an essay on ‘Citizen Charter’. 
4. ‘Civil Society has a positive role in development’-Examine. 
5. ‘Non Government Organizations plays pivotal role in development-Comment. 
6. ‘Public Administration and Private Administration are different’-Comment. 

 
Comparative Public Administration (MA Public Administration)-1st  sem Back 

Section-D 
 Word Limit-1000                         Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Discuss various approaches to the study of comparative Public Administration. 
2. Critically analyse the contribution of Ferrel Heady to the study of comparative Public 

Administration. 
3. Discuss the emerging trends in Comparative Public Administration. 
4. Write an essay on WHO. 
5. Discuss various mechanisms for Redressal of citizens grievances in U.S.A 
6. Make a comparative analysis on how legislative is working in U.K and U.S.A. 

 
Indian Administration (MA Public Administration)-1st  sem Back exam 

Section-D 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 

1. ‘India is a federal State’-Comment. 
2. Discuss the functions of Prime Minister of India. 
3. Examine the role and function of a collector. 
4. Discuss the Composition and functions of 14th Finance Commission. 
5. ‘Governor of a State is a rubber stamp’-Comment. 
6. Examine the composition and Functions of 2nd Administrative Reforms Commission. 

 
Administrative Thinkers (MA Public Administration)-1st  sem Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Examine A. Maslow Theory of Motivation. 
2. Discuss Saptanga Theory of Kautilya. 
3. Comment on Decision Making Theory of Herbert Simon. 
4. Examine Herron Relation Theory of Elton Mays’s 
5. Analyse the contributions of M.P Follet to Administrative Theory. 
6. Describe Drucker’s concept of management by objectives. 

 



 

History and Field of Social Work (MSW)-1st  sem Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 
1. Elaborate the various methods of ensuring social security. 
2. Discuss the evolution of professional social work in India.’ 
3. Examine the role of professional organizations in India. 
4. Describe the objectives and implications of Social work education in India. 
5. Analyze the types and implications of social movement in India. 
6. Discuss the scope of social welfare. 

 
Man and Society (MSW)-1st  sem Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Write a note on the “Associative Social Processes”. 
2. Bring out the difference between Association & Institution. 
3. “Is India secular in practice”? Give your views. 
4. Discuss the Functionalist theory of Social Stratification. 
5. Give a brief idea on “Westernization”. 
6. Discuss the informal agencies of social control. 

 
Human Growth and Development- Developmental psychology(MSW)-1st  sem Back exam 

Section-D 
 

Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Psychology and Social Work are interrelated. Comment with your own examples. 
2. Infancy period is the critical period of development. Explain. 
3. Compare Erickson’s and Freud’s models of Human development. 
4. What do you understand by Attitudes? How are these formed? 
5. Explain the symptoms of psychopaths in detail. What causes psychopathic disorder? 
6. Social worker plays an important role for the promotion of Health. Examine 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Social work Research and Statistics (MSW)-1st  sem Back exam 
Section-D 

 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Explain the importance of historical research in social research and explains its 
limitations.  

2. Hypothesis is a tentative generalization, the validity of which remains to be tested. 
Explain. 

3. What are the various steps in data collection? Explain with examples. 
4. Explain the difference between an interview schedule and a questionnaire. 
5. You have to conduct a survey on school children. How will you train your investigators? 

Describe the steps. 
6. Prepare a seven point rating scale to rate the characteristics of your friend. 

 
 

Philosophical Foundation of Education (Education)-1st  sem Back exam 
Section-D 

 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. “All educational problems are questions of philosophy”. Discuss.   
2.  What is analytical philosophy? Discuss its relevance in determining aims of education & 

curriculum. 
3.  What is pragmatism? Discuss its contribution to present educational system. 
4.  “Dharma is the regulative principle of Artha & Kama”. Justify  
5.  Elucidate the salient feature of Vedic system of education.   
6. Explain the educational philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi.  

 
Sociological Foundation of Education (Education)-1st  sem Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. “ Sociology is the science of society or of social phenomena” Discuss   
2.  What is national integration? Discuss the obstacle to national integration in India.  
3.  Differentiate the term culture & civilization. Explain the factors responsible for developing a 

culture.    
4.  What is social change? Discuss factors which determine the rate & direction of social 

change.  
5.  Discuss the relation between Democracy & Education. State the role of teacher in 

promoting democratic values among the students. 
6. Discuss the education of socially & economically disadvantage section of society with 

reference to Scheduled Tribes & Women.  
 
 
 
 



Advance Educational Psychology (Education)-1st SEM Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Define Educational Psychology? Why is it called empirical foundation of education?  
2.  Discuss Asuubel theory of learning & its educational implication.  
3.  What are the main tenets of Hull’s theory of learning? Explain its application in education 

with suitable examples.  
4. Define creativity. Discuss the strategies for development of creative ability among 

adolescents.       
5. What do you mean by intelligence? Explain different theories of intelligence & its 

educational implication.     
6. Discuss the role of psychology in solving the problem of exceptional children.   

 
Teachers Education (Education)-1st SEM Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Describe the main development and innovation in teacher education programme in the 
independent India. 

2.  Discuss the merits and demerits of modern teacher training programme. What suggestions 
did Kothari commission (1964-66) make to improve the same? 

3. Explain the role of national and state agencies for teacher education. 
4.  What type of in-service training should be provided to teachers for accelerating their 

professional development?  
5.  Discuss the professional ethics to be followed by teachers at secondary stage of education. 
6. Discuss the teacher-taught relationship in ancient India. Why can the same relationship not 

be established in present age?  
 

Ancient Civilizations (History)-1st SEM Back exam 
 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Describe the features of Pre historic culture. 
2. Write an essay on the polity and society of Ancient Chinese Civilization. 
3. Write an essay on the Art and Religion of Maya Civilization 
4. Write an essay on Socio-Economic condition of Persian Civilization 
5. Explain the Growth of Roman Empire. 
6. Explain the contribution of Greek Civilization to the growth of democracy. 
 

 
 
 
 



Medieval Societies (History)-1st SEM Back exam 
Section-D 

 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Write an essay on the basic principles of Christianity. 
2. Describe society under Christianity and Islam religion. 
3. Explain principles and history of Judaism. 
4. Explain the growth slavery during medieval period. 
5. Explain agrarian structure and relation under Feudalism. 
6. Explain the feature of early medieval economy. 

 
World History-1500-1900 A.D(History)-1st SEM Back exam 

 
Section-D 

 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. Write an essay on the causes and impact of French Revolution, 1789. 
2. Asses the causes and effect of American War of Independence. 
3. Estimate the role of Cavour in the process of Unification of Italy. 
4. Write an essay on growth of British democratic policy with special reference to 

parliamentary reforms of 1867. 
5. Give an account on growth of capitalism in post industrial revolution Europe. 
6. Discuss the growth of colonial empire of Britain in Asia. 

 
Twentieth Century of World (1900-1945) (History)-1st SEM Back exam 

 
Section-D 

 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 

 
1. Discuss the structure of League of Nations and review its achievements and Failures. 
2. Why was a crisis noticed in the domain of Capitalism? Write an essay on Depression and 

New Deal.  
3. Discuss the foreign policy of USSR between two world wars.  
4. Discuss the rise of totalitarianism in Italy under Mussolini. 
5. Discuss the Causes and Nature Spanish Civil War and its Impact on Europe. 
6. Trace the course of the Second World War. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ODIA SAHITYARA ITIHASA-I(ODIA)-1st SEM Back exam 
Section-D 

 
 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

୧. ଚଯ ାଗୀତକିାର ସାହତିି କ ମୂଲ  ନରୂିପଣ କର | 

୨. ନଜିକୁ ମୂଖ ଅପ ିତ େବାଲି କହବିା ଲା ସାରଳା ଦାସ  କବ ିସୁଲଭ ବନି ତା ମା  - ଏ ଉ ିର ଯଥାଥତା ବଚିାର କର | 

୩. ପ ସଖା ସାହତି ର ରାଜନୀତକି / ଧାମକ / ସାମାଜକି ପୃ ଭୂମି ସଂପକେର ଆେଲାକପାତ କର | 

୪. ରୀତ ିଯୁଗକୁ ଭ ଯୁଗ କହବିାେର ଯଥାଥତା ରହଛି ିକ?ି ନଜିର ମତ ଉେ ଖ କର | 

୫. 'କେିଶାର ଚ ାନ  ଚ ୂ'ର େବଶୖି  ବଚିାର କର | 

୬. ରୀତ ିଯୁଗର େଯେକୗଣସି ଜେଣ େଗୗଣକବି  କୃତି  ଉପେର ଆେଲାକପାତ କର |   

 
ODIA SAHITYARA ITIHASA-II(ODIA)-1st SEM Back exam 

Section-D 
 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 
 

1. cûZébûhû I iûjòZýe C^ÜZòKê ^aRûMeY ~êMe Kaò I Pò«Kcûù^ RûZúd C^ÜZòe GK iû]^ bûaùe MâjY Keò[ôùf - 
@ûùfûP^û Keö 

2. @ûZàûe @ûaòÃûe I @û\gð _â·ee aýûKêkZûeê ^aRûMeY ~êMe Kûaý – KaòZûe R^à – aò·e Keö 
3. iaêR iûjòZýe ùa÷gòÁý @ûùfûP^û Keö 
4. IWÿò@û M\ýe Kâc aòKûg]ûeû C_ùe @ûùfûK_ûZ Keö 
5. Êû]ú^Zû _ùe _ûeõ_eòK IWÿò@û ^ûUKe ùg÷kú I @ûZàûùe ù~Cñ _eòa ð^ _eòflòZ ùjûAQò – Zûjû \gðû@ö 
6. Êû]ú^Zû _ea ðú IWÿò@û _Zâ_ZâòKûe bìcòKû ò̂‰ðd Keö 

 
 

BHASA O BHASA VIGYANA (ODIA)-1st SEM Back exam 
Section-D 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 

୧. ଭାଷା ପରିବ ନର କାରଣ ଦଶାଅ | 

୨. ଅଥ ପରିବ ନର ଦଗି ଉପେର ଆେଲାକପାତ କର | 

୩. ନ ିଉ େର ବାଗଯ ର ଭୂମିକା ନି ୟ କର | 

୪. ଓଡ଼ଆି ଭାଷା ଉପେର ାବଡ଼ି ଓ ଅ ିକ ଭାଷାର ଭାବ ଉେ ଖ କର | 

୫. ଭାଷାକୁ କାହକି 'ପୁରାଣୀ ଯୁବତୀ' କୁହାଯାଇଛ ି| 

୬. ନ ିପରିବ ନର କାରଣ ସଂପକେର ଆେଲାଚନା କର | 

 
 
 
 
 
 



SAHITYA O SAHITYA TATWA(ODIA)-1st SEM Back exam 
Section-D 

 Word Limit-1000                     Answer any two                                              (15X2=30) 

୧. 'ତୁଳନା କ ସାହତି  ଆମକୁ ଏକେଦଶଦଶତାରୁ ମୁ ି ଦଏି' - ଏହାର ଯଥାଥତା ତପିାଦନ କର | 

୨. ବି ସାହତି ର ଦୃ ିଭ ୀ ଓ ତୁଳନା କ ସାହତି ର ଆକଳନ କର | 

୩. ' ତମିାନା କ' ଓ 'ବନଲତାେସନ' କବତିା ୟକୁ ତୁଳନାର ଆେଲାକେର ଆେଲାଚନା କର | 

୪. ରବି ନାଥ ଓ ମଧୁସୂଦନ ରାଓ  କବତିାର ତୁଳନା କ ଆେଲାଚନା କର | 

୫. ତୀକ ଓ ତୀକବାଦ ମ େର ବା େଭଦ ଦଶାଇ ତୀକବାଦର ବ ାପକ ଆେଲାଚନା କର | 

୬. ଓଡ଼ଆି ଓ ବ ଳା େଦଶା େବାଧକ କବତିାର ତୁଳନା କ ଚି  ୁତ କର | 

 


